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Introduction 

Wrench models are widely used in robotics to study grasping. A variant of these models, which 

represents human digits as hard contacts, has been adapted for studying human prehension 

(León et al., 2012; Wells and Greig, 2001). However, human digits are soft contacts that apply a 
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four-component wrench (three force components and a free moment normal to the contact 

surface) on objects (Mason and Salisbury, 1985). Soft-contact models for human prehension 

have been proposed (Li and Kao, 2001; Xydas and Kao, 1999) but to the best of our knowledge, 

there are no papers that provide a methodology to implement a wrench based, three-

dimensional (3D), soft-contact model for studying spatial prehension.  

One compelling motive for building a soft-contact model is that hard contacts cannot model 

certain grasp conditions. For example, with hard contacts, static restraint of an object with two 

opposing digits is impossible. Imagine grasping a golf ball with the thumb and the index finger 

with cone-shaped thimbles glued to the fingertips (Figure 1A). While the thimble can apply 

forces in arbitrary directions, it cannot apply a free moment (a feature specific to soft contacts). 

This grasp cannot influence the rotation of the ball about the Z-axis. This is nontrivial because 

each thimble applies a three-dimensional wrench and the two thimbles together apply a six 

dimensional wrench that should be able to constrain the six kinematic degrees of freedom of 

the ball. However, the grasp matrix (defined below) for this two-digit contact is rank deficient 

(rank = 5), and hence the grasp is not force-closure
1
 and therefore unstable.   

Figure 1 

Grasp matrices have been previously used to study grasp stability in robotic grasps (Howard 

and Kumar, 1996). In this paper, we obtain two indices (grasp caliber and grasp intensity) from 

the grasp matrix to quantify the effects of grasp planning (choice of digit placement on the 

object) and execution (choice of digit forces) on grasp stability in humans. We will show that 

                                                           
1
 Force-closure grasps are grasps in which the fingers can resist arbitrary external wrenches. 
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computing the grasp matrices in the appropriate coordinate frame is critical to studying grasp 

stability. The purpose of the current paper is to provide a step-by-step procedure for computing 

grasp matrices in different coordinate frames and to compute grasp caliber and grasp intensity 

to quantify grasp stability.  

Methods 

The wrench applied by the fingertips is related to the external wrench on the grasped object 

(w) by the grasp matrix, G: 

−� = [�]��         (1) 

The external wrench w ϵ R
p
 (p = 3 for planar and p = 6 for spatial analysis) is prescribed in the 

laboratory frame. �� ϵ R
m

 (m = m" +m# +⋯+m%) is the concatenated wrench intensity 

vector applied by the digits and specified in local frames at the point of wrench application (see 

the next subsection). For digit k, m% is the dimensionality of its wrench vector, and it depends 

on the type of contact model (3 for hard-contact and 4 for soft-contact models).  The grasp 

matrix [G] ϵ R
p × m

 maps the fingertip wrenches to a laboratory-based reference frame. In the 

case of a three-digit tripod grasp with soft contacts (Figure 1B), �� is a 12-dimensional vector 

([fx, fy, fz, mz]× 3 digits; fx = force along the x axis, mz = moment about the z axis, and so on), and 

[G] ϵ R
6 × 12

.  

The concatenated wrench intensity vector (which we henceforth call ‘wrench’) is written as:  

��=(��&', ��()*, ��,(*)    (2) 

where TH stands for thumb, IND for index and MID for middle finger.  
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Figure 2 

Computing the Wrench for a Soft-Contact Model 

We first obtain the wrench applied by a digit, ��- (k=TH, IND or MID), from the output of a 6D 

transducer. For a soft-contact model, ��- is .f/, f1, f2, m23, with the z-axis perpendicular to the 

sensor surface. Suppose that the instantaneous force reading is pk =(px, py, pz) in a reference 

frame at the center of the sensor and qk :=(qx, qy, qz) is the moment about the same coordinate 

axes (Figure 2A). For a hard-contact model, f=p, m=0 and there is a closed-form solution to the 

problem (Bicchi et al., 1993). For a soft-contact model, contact between the digit and the 

sensor surface occurs over a finite area but a unique contact centroid can be defined for a non-

concave sensor surface. Then the contact problem for a soft-contact wrench can be defined as 

follows: For a given measurement (pk, qk), determine the location of the point of wrench 

application, PWAk, and the related wrench ��- =(fk, mk) where mk=(0,0,mz). For flat sensor 

surfaces, this reduces to computing the center-of-pressure on a force platform (Zatsiorsky, 

2002).   

Wrench Basis and Friction Cones 

Grasp matrices are constructed using a wrench basis, 45678ϵ R9×:7 and a friction cone, FC 

(Murray et al., 1994). The dimension of the wrench basis depends on the contact model.  

For a hard-contact model with friction,  
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45678 =
⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡1 0 00 1 00 0 10 0 00 0 00 0 0⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎤
        (3a) 

 

For a soft-contact model,  

45678 =
⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 1⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎤
        (3b) 

The 6D contact wrench that is applied by a digit on the object is: 

D�- = 5�-  ��-       where       ��-  ϵ FC         (4) 

That is, the set of wrenches that can be applied at a contact must lie within the friction-cone 

(FC) centered about the surface normal at the PWA. For a hard-contact model with friction,  

FC = 〈� ϵ RH: Jf/# + f1# ≤ µ2f2, f2 ≥ 0〉       (5a) 

f2 is the normal force, fx and fy are tangential forces, and µ2 (dimensionless) is the linear friction 

coefficient. For a soft-contact model with friction, 

FC = 〈� ϵ RO: Jf/# + f1# ≤ µ2f2, f2 ≥ 0, |m2| ≤ µPQSf2〉       (5b) 
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where µPQS (dimension of distance) is the torsional friction coefficient. We use the wrench basis 

in the next section to compute the grasp matrix.  

Computing the Grasp Matrix  

Once ��- and PWAk are obtained in the sensor frames, the grasp matrix in the appropriate 

reference frame is computed. The adjoint matrix transforms a soft-contact wrench (45678��- ∈ 

R
6
) between two reference frames: 

DU = VW.XYZ3\^X D_     (6a) 

where WB ( the applied wrench in a frame B; we ignore the subscript k) is given by Equation 4 

and 

VW.XYZ3\^X = ` 4RU_8 0aU_b4RU_8 4RU_8c  ∈ R
6×6 

 (6b) 

where 4RU_8 ∈ R
3×3

 is a rotation matrix and pU_ ∈ R
3
 is a position vector from the origin of frame 

A to the origin of frame B; and aU_b  is a 3×3 skew-symmetric matrix obtained from aU_. Note that 

only kinematic data is required to determine the adjoint matrix.  In Figure 1B, the object 

reference frame is placed at the object COM (OBJ). Then the wrench for an individual digit, k, is 

represented in the object frame as: 

D%6de = `VWg&�h,ijkiln-o\^X c `VWgXijkiln-qDV- o\^X c 45�-8��-,  (7a) 

and in the lab frame as: 
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D%rst = uVW.&vwx�h,3\^X y `VWg&�h,ijkiln-o\^X c `VWgXijkiln-qDV- o\^X c 45�-8��-  (7b) 

where, for a digit ‘k’, sensork is the sensor coordinate frame and PWAk is in the sensork 

reference frame. Therefore, the component of the grasp matrix for an individual digit in the 

object frame is given by:   

4�%6de8 = `VWg&�h,ijkiln-o\^X c `VWgXijkiln-qDV- o\^X c 45�-8,   (8a) 

and the component of the grasp matrix for a digit in the lab frame is: 

4�%rst8 = uVW.Xz{}~��3\^X y `VWg&�h,ijkiln-o\^X c `VWgXijkiln-qDV- o\^X c 45�-8    (8b) 

Then the grasp matrix for a three-digit tripod grasp shown in Figure 1B is  

�vwx = 4�X�rst ����rst �e��rst8     (9) 

For static equilibrium, the net digit wrench, Drst ϵ R
6
, on the object balances the external 

wrench, w. Ignoring the ‘Lab’ subscript in the grasp matrix for simplicity,  

−� = Drst = [�X� ���� �e��] � ��&'��()*��,(*
� = [�]��     (10) 

Equation (10) is identical to Equation (1).  
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Grasp Caliber as a Measure of Grasp Planning 

The choice of the appropriate coordinate frame is critical for investigating grasp stability. For 

example, the grasp matrices for the grasps in Figure 2B and Figure 2C are similar in the object 

reference frame but not in the laboratory reference frame.  If the grasped container in Figure 

2C contained a fluid, then a laboratory based coordinate frame is more appropriate to 

investigate stability since only this frame provides orientation information of the object.  

Grasp matrices computed in the appropriate reference frames can be used to study grasp 

planning based on where participants place their digits on an object. For example, it is evident 

from visual inspection that the grasp in Figure 3A is more resistant to the shown perturbation 

than the grasps in Figures 3B and 3C. The three grasps are compared by computing the smallest 

singular value, sn, of the respective grasp matrices (Li and Sastry, 1988). A zero singular value 

implies a rank deficient grasp matrix, (see next section) as well as grasp instability. Therefore, 

‘sn’ measures the ‘distance’ of the grasp from instability, and we call ‘sn’ grasp caliber. Larger sn 

values imply greater stability of the grasp to perturbations. sn in Figure 3A is ~150 times that of 

the grasp in Figure 3B and √2 times the grasp in 3C.  

Figure 3 

Force-Closure, Internal Wrench and Grasp Intensity 

Once the digits contact the object, subjects apply a wrench (��) on the object. This wrench 

should satisfy the friction constraints and also resist perturbations. A grasp ([G], FC) is 

considered force-closure if it can resist an arbitrary external wrench without violating any 

friction constraints. The following are necessary conditions for force-closure: 
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a) [G] is surjective, i.e. rank(G)=6 in 3D.  

b) G .��'3=0 and ��'  ∈ interior(FC). ��' is a strictly internal wrench.  

where,  

�� = ��q + ��'    (11) 

and ��q ⊥ ��' and ��' lies in the null space of [G]. ��q lies in the row space of [G] and is 

determined by computing the right inverse of [G], [���]=[�]X([�][�]X)�" (Bicchi, 1994; Kerr 

and Roth, 1986). For condition a), the grasp matrix G is surjective in three dimensions as long as 

there are at least three non-collinear point contacts with friction or at least two soft contacts 

(Arimoto, 2008; Cole et al., 1989). The internal wrench ��' in condition b) does not affect the 

external wrench w, but plays an important role in maintaining a robust equilibrium of the 

object by squeezing it harder and thus countering external perturbations (Bicchi, 1995). 

The terms of the RHS of Equation 11 can be written as 

��q = −[���]�; (12a) 

 ��' = null([�])�     (12b) 

λ is a vector and the norm, ||λ||, is a parameter that measures the tightness of the grip. We 

call ||λ||, grasp intensity. It is the second proposed index of grasp stability that quantifies the 

squeezing of the object above the safety margin (Burstedt et al., 1999), and therefore the 

ability to reject external disturbances.  
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To obtain || λ || from experimental data, we first obtain �� (assuming that µ2 and µPQS from 

Equation 5 are known). �� is constrained to be within the friction cone and is obtained from the 

sensor recordings (see section Computing the Wrench for a Soft-Contact Model). ��' can be 

obtained from Equations 11 and 12 and λ could then be obtained in the least square sense by 

computing the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of null([G]) or another optimization criteria (Buss 

et al., 1996; Pataky et al., 2004).   

Experimental Application of Grasp Caliber and Grasp Intensity 

One way to measure stability is to apply external perturbations using robots. Such robots have 

been used in reaching studies (Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1985) but have not been used in grasping 

studies (though cf. Hadjiosif and Smith, 2015). Another method is to induce physiological 

perturbations like exercise-induced fatigue to study grasp stability. We performed a study 

where eight subjects (28.3±4.9 yrs) performed 60 trials (each trial 5 sec long) of a five digit 

precision grasp on a force handle (Figure 4A) that was instrumented with five six-component 

force/torque sensors (Nano17-R; ATI, Apex, NC, USA). Participants lifted the 8.96 N handle with 

their dominant hand and maintained it parallel to the horizontal. After these control trials, the 

participants performed a one-minute exercise to fatigue the thumb flexors (Figure 4B). Next, 

they repeated 60 grasping trials with a 20 s fatiguing exercise after every 5 trials to prevent 

recovery. They signed informed consent based on the procedures approved by the Office for 

Research Protection of The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA. Because of the 

small sample size, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed to compare the before and 

during fatigue conditions. More details about the experiment are provided in (Singh et al., 

2013).  
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Figure 4 

Results and Discussion 

The data showed significant effects of fatigue for all four components of the wrench (see Figure 

5). In particular, the normal force (fz) applied by the thumb, ring and little fingers decreased 

significantly during fatigue. The vertical tangential (fx) forces, free moment (mz) and the 

horizontal tangential force (fy) applied by the thumb also changed significantly during fatigue.  

Figure 5 

Furthermore, during fatigue, participants reconfigured the PWAs and this resulted in 

significantly lower sn values (see Figure 6A). This may be primarily due to the changes in the 

joint angles of the fingers during fatigue. Surprisingly, grasp intensity, ||λ||, was similar before 

and during fatigue (Figure 6B). This indicates that despite fatigue-induced changes in individual 

digit wrench components and grasp caliber, participants maintained grasp intensity to ensure a 

stable grasp. Perhaps, the heavy handle necessitated counteracting changes in the different 

wrench components (see Figure 5), resulting in only minor changes in grasp intensity.  

Figure 6 

The fact that choice of PWA (grasp caliber) is integrated with anticipatory force control (grasp 

intensity) based on the location of the center-of-mass of the object (‘w’ from Equation 1) has 

been shown within a planar framework (Lukos et al., 2007). This suggests that humans choose 

grasp caliber and grasp intensity based on ‘w’. Our proposed method goes a step further and 

provides a method to experimentally manipulate ‘w’ and/or ‘G’ and quantify spatial grasp 
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planning and execution. We believe that then the two indices may provide a basis to 

independently quantify deficits in grasp planning and execution in certain clinical populations 

(e.g. schizophrenia (King et al., 2008) and autism (Stoit et al., 2013)). Furthermore, in 

experimental paradigms such as visuomotor rotation (Taylor et al., 2014), transcranial magnetic 

stimulation (Tunik et al., 2005), or experimentally induced loss of cutaneous sensation 

(Augurelle et al., 2003), grasp caliber and grasp intensity could be used as indices to study 

changes in grasp planning and execution.   

Conclusions 

In this paper we show how the tools from robotics can be employed to further our 

understanding of human prehension. We introduce two metrics, the grasp caliber and the 

grasp intensity to quantify how the choice of contact points and digit forces can provide insights 

into spatial grasp planning and execution.  
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1: A) -The thimbles are glued to the glabrous skin of the digits, and they only allow 

forces to be exerted on the balls. The arrows show the direction and magnitude of the 

wrench vectors (fTH and FIND). If the golf ball is spun around the Z-axis, it would not be 

possible to resist the spin and bring the ball to a rotational equilibrium. B) - A schematic of 

a setup for a tripod grasp. Local frames are affixed to the center of the three force 

transducers (TH, IND and MID). A kinematic sensor provides spatial kinematic information 

of a reference frame attached to the object (OBJ) with respect to a fixed laboratory based 

reference frame (LAB).  

Figure 2: A) -The sensor associated with a finger is shown. The local reference frame XYZ is 

affixed to the center of the sensor. The frame x’y’z’ is at the point of wrench application 

(PWA). The fingertip applies a wrench .f/, f1, f2, m23 at the origin of x’y’z’. The wrench .f/, f1, f2, m23 is obtained from the recordings of the force sensor (px, py, pz, qx, qy, qz) using 
equations 3 and 4. B) and C) -The Grasp Matrix in the object reference frame is similar for 

the two grasps in B and C, but different in the laboratory reference frame. It is likely that 

the contents of the grasp in Figure 2c have spilled. Therefore, it is more meaningful to study 

stability in the laboratory reference frame instead of the object reference frame.  

Figure 3:  A) A two-digit grasp where the wrenches oppose each other.  B) Another two-

digit grasp where the wrenches don’t oppose each other. C) The wrench components of the 

grasp are the same as the grasp shown in 3A but the digits are now placed on top of the 

cube. The red arrows show an arbitrary perturbation applied to the bottom of the cube. 

The magnitude of the grasp caliber is largest for the grasp in Figure 3A, then Figure 3C, 

followed by Figure 3B.  
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Figure 4: A) A schematic representation of the force handle along with the attached force 

transducers, kinematic (Polhemus) sensor and the bull’s eye leveler. B) The fatiguing setup 

for the right thumb.  

Figure 5: A) Normal force, fZ, before (blue) and during (green) fatigue for the thumb and 

four fingers. * indicates significant difference between the before and during fatigue 

conditions (p < 0.05). The results for vertical tangential force (fX, panel B), horizontal 

tangential force (fY, panel C) and free moment (mz, panel D) are also shown.  

Figure 6: A) The smallest singular value (sn) of the Grasp Matrix before (blue) and during 

fatigue (green) of the thumb. * indicates significant difference between the before and 

during fatigue conditions (p < 0.05). B) The grasp intensity (||λ||) for the two conditions. 

There were no differences between grasp intensity for the two conditions.  
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